We discuss existence, uniqueness, regularity and boundary behaviour of solutions of the Dirichlet problem for the prescribed anisotropic mean curvature equation
Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of existence, uniqueness, regularity and boundary behaviour of the solutions of the Dirichlet problem for the quasilinear elliptic equation We throughout suppose that a > 0 and b > 0 are given constants and Ω is a bounded domain in R N , with N ≥ 2, having a Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω. We remark that the case N = 1 has been treated in [12] . Equation (1.1) is a particular case of the prescribed anisotropic mean curvature equation is the unit upper normal to the graph of u in R N +1 . Equation (1.1) has been introduced for modeling capillarity phenomena for compressible fluids, if supplemented with non-homogeneous conormal boundary conditions [18, 19, 5, 20, 4] , or for describing the geometry of the human cornea, if supplemented with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions [46, 47, 48, 52, 51, 50] . We refer to these papers for the derivation of the model, further discussion on the subject and an additional bibliography. Concerning the homogeneous Dirichlet problem associated with (1.1), it should be pointed out that in [46, 47, 48, 52, 51] a simplified version of (1.1) has been investigated, where the curvature operator div ∇u/ 1 + |∇u| 2 is replaced by its linearization around 0 div(∇u) = ∆u and, furthermore, Ω is supposed to be an interval in R, or a disk in R 2 . In two previous papers [12, 13] we have instead considered the complete model (1.1) and have proved the existence of a unique classical solution for any given choice of the positive parameters a, b, but still assuming that Ω is an interval in R, or a ball in R N . Some numerical experiments for approximating the solution of the 1-dimensional problem have been performed in [12, 50] .
Here we wish to investigate the solvability of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for equation (1.1), in the case of an arbitrary Lipschitz domain Ω in R N . Besides the interest that this study may have in view of the cited application, it appears to be challenging also from the purely mathematical point of view. Indeed, it is a well-known fact that the solvability in the classical sense of the, possibly non-homogeneous, Dirichlet problem for the prescribed mean curvature equation
−div ∇u
1 + |∇u| 2 = N H(x) in Ω, (1.2) as well as for the capillarity equation
with a > 0, is intimately related to the geometric properties of ∂Ω. In [53] J. Serrin established a basic criterion for the solvability of the Dirichlet problem for (1.2) and (1.3): a mean convexity assumption on ∂Ω, introduced in [32, 53] , was shown to be sufficient, and in a suitable sense also necessary, for the existence of a classical solution. In [53, p. 480 ] J. Serrin also emphasized "the delicacy of the situation when any but the simplest equations are treated". When applying these ideas to the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for (1.1), they yield its solvability assuming a smallness condition on the coefficient b and a version of the Serrin's mean convexity condition on ∂Ω: see, respectively, assumptions (2) and (3) in [39] . In [7, Remark 1] it was stated, yet without an explicit proof, that using the methods of [6] the mean convexity assumption might be suitably relaxed, allowing boundary points with negative mean curvature, at the expense however of requiring some smallness conditions both on the coefficients of the equation and on the size of the domain. We also refer to [30, 29, 31] and to the papers cited therein for further recent studies on the existence and the boundary behaviour of solutions of the Dirichlet problem for the prescribed mean curvature equation (1.2) in case the Serrin's condition is not satisfied.
In the light of this discussion our aim here is twofold. At first we provide with Theorem 1.1 a rather broad existence and uniqueness result in a suitable class of generalized solutions, without placing any additional condition either on the coefficients, or on the domain. Since in such a general setting we cannot expect to find classical solutions, we next introduce in Theorem 1.2 an explicit quantitative condition, which relates the coefficients of the equation with the geometry of the domain and guarantees that the solution previously obtained attains the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary values classically, even at points where the Serrin's mean convexity assumption fails.
To accomplish this program we must face the problem of introducing an appropriate notion of generalized solution. Following some ideas which trace back to some works of the seventies by A. Lichnewsky and R. Temam, or respectively by E. Giusti and M. Miranda, dealing with the prescribed mean curvature equation, we might define a solution as a minimizer of some related convex action functional; such solutions have been referred to as "pseudo-solutions" in [54, 15, 35, 36, 37, 38] , or respectively as "generalized solutions" in [40, 26, 27, 41] . Yet, although (1.1) has a variational structure, the introduction of the associated action functional, which involves an anisotropic area term, does not appear very direct and the corresponding concepts of "pseudo-solution" and of "generalized solution" not very transparent. Therefore we prefer to adopt in our context an equivalent notion of solution, which looks more in the spirit of classical solutions and has in our opinion a more intuitive geometric interpretation. It is worthy to point out at this stage that our definition of solution is somehow implicit in the work of A. Lichnewsky [37] , concerning the minimal surface equation. Indeed, in [37, Proposition 4 ] the author introduces a concept of lower and upper solutions that precisely yields our notion of solution for any function that is simultaneously a lower and an upper solution of the problem. in Ω,
• u satisfies the equation in (1.4) a.e. in Ω;
• for H N −1 -a.e. x ∈ ∂Ω,
-or u(x) < 0 and
, ν ∈ L ∞ (∂Ω) denotes the weakly defined trace on ∂Ω of the component of
with respect to the unit outer normal ν to Ω.
∈ L N (Ω) and satisfies the equation in (1.4) a.e. in Ω is equivalent to requiring that
and is a distributional solution of the equation in (1.4). Note that, according to [3] , the vector field with respect to the unit outer normal ν to Ω is defined.
Remark 1.2
The concept of solution expressed by Definition 1.1 looks rather natural in this context and can heuristically be interpreted as follows: the solution u is not required to satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition at all points of ∂Ω, but at any point of ∂Ω where the zero boundary value is not attained the unit upper normal N (u) to the graph of u equals the unit outer normal (ν, 0) or the unit inner normal (−ν, 0), according to the sign of u; in this case, roughly speaking, the graph of the solution might be smoothly continued by vertical segments up to the zero level. This kind of boundary behaviour for solutions of the N -dimensional prescribed mean curvature equation has already been observed and discussed in [15, 37, 26, 27, 41] ; more recently, but limited to dimension N = 1, it has been considered in [8, 9, 44, 49, 45] .
With reference to Definition 1.1 we prove the following existence, uniqueness and regularity result. Theorem 1.1. Let a, b > 0 be given and let Ω be a bounded domain in R N , with N ≥ 2, having a Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω. Then problem (1.4) has a unique solution u, which also satisfies
(ii) the set of points x 0 ∈ ∂Ω, where u is continuous and satisfies u(x 0 ) = 0, is non-empty;
The next theorem guarantees that the solution previously obtained attains the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary values provided that Ω satisfies an exterior sphere condition, in which the radius of the sphere is bounded from below by a constant depending on the coefficients a, b and the dimension N . The notion of exterior sphere condition we use is as follows. Definition 1.2. We say that an open set Ω ⊆ R N satisfies an exterior sphere condition with radius r > 0 at some point x 0 ∈ ∂Ω, if there exists a point y ∈ R N such that, denoting by B(y, r) the open ball of center y and radius r, there hold B(y, r) ∩ Ω = ∅ and x 0 ∈ B(y, r) ∩ ∂Ω. Remark 1.3 It is fairly evident that the exterior sphere condition does not imply the above mentioned Serrin's mean convexity assumption, as it permits that all principal curvatures be negative. Theorem 1.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let u be the solution of (1.4), whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 1.1. Then u is continuous at x 0 and satisfies u(x 0 ) = 0 at any point x 0 ∈ ∂Ω where an exterior sphere condition holds with radius r ≥ (N − 1) b/a. Moreover, if r > (N − 1) b/a, then u also satisfies a bounded slope condition at x 0 , that is sup
In particular, if an exterior sphere condition with radius r ≥ (N − 1) b/a is satisfied at every point
and it is a classical solution of (1.4).
Some further remarks follow. 
Remark 1.6 It is easily seen that the solution u is continuous and satisfies u(x 0 ) = 0 at any point x 0 ∈ ∂Ω ∩ ∂Conv(Ω), where Conv(Ω) denotes the convex hull of Ω.
Remark 1.7
If Ω exhibits some symmetry, then the solution u exhibits the same kind of symmetry. Indeed, if U(Ω) = Ω for some U ∈ O(N ), O(N ) denoting the orthogonal group in R N , then u * = u • U is still a solution and hence, by uniqueness, u * = u. In particular, if Ω is rotationally invariant, then u is radially symmetric. This implies, for any annular domain, the existence of a radially symmetric solution attaining the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the exterior sphere. This conclusion does not follow exploiting the more direct and elementary approach developed in [13] for spherical domains, due to the possible occurrence of gradient blow up phenomena on the interior sphere of the annulus. Remark 1.8 The conclusions of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 cannot be derived from the results in [54, 15, 7, 39] . However, the mere existence of a solution u ∈ C ∞ (Ω) ∩ W 1,1 (Ω) of equation (1.1) might possibly be derived from [54, Theorem 5.1] or [15, Theorem 3.1, Chapter V], by the change of variable described below, combined with the obtention of suitable a priori estimates and appropriate truncations. Yet, this approach, relying on a vanishing viscosity method rather than the direct methods of calculus of variations as ours, would not yield the information on the boundary behaviour of u provided by Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2.
The remainder of the paper is organized in several sections, which culminate with the proof of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2; throughout these sections we state and prove several auxiliary results, which we discuss in detail as they look of independent interest.
We start from the observation, already made in [18, 19, 5, 20, 6, 4] 
and the functional in (1.5) into
As the first term Ω v 2 + b −2 |∇v| 2 dx of this functional grows linearly with respect to the gradient term, the appropriate framework where to settle its study appears to be the space of bounded variation functions. Therefore we denote by
(Ω) to BV (Ω) and we define the functional
where as usual (see [28] ) the term
is introduced in order to take into account of the Dirichlet boundary conditions in (1.6).
Our aim is to find a solution of (1.6) by minimizing, on the cone BV + (Ω) of all non-negative functions in BV (Ω), the functional Since the functional J , and hence I, does not seem to have been previously studied in the literature, to carry on our argument we first need to prove various facts about it, such as an alternative representation formula, its convexity, its Lipschitz continuity with respect to the norm of BV (Ω) and its lower semicontinuity with respect to the L 1 -convergence in BV (Ω), as well as a lattice property, encoding a kind of maximum principle. We also prove a delicate approximation result, which plays a crucial role in the sequel of the proof.
Once this preliminary study is completed we show the existence of a global minimizer of I in BV + (Ω). This positive minimizer v is, by the convexity of I, unique, and it is bounded and bounded away from zero; moreover, v is the unique solution of an equivalent variational inequality.
Next we prove the interior regularity of v. This exploits an argument, which was introduced in [22] and used, e.g., in [23, 24, 4] for the study of capillarity problems. The procedure can be summarized as follows. We fix a point x 0 ∈ Ω and a small open ball B centered at x 0 and compactly contained in Ω. We take a sequence (v n ) n of regular functions approximating v and satisfying J (v n ) → J (v), whose existence is guaranteed by the above mentioned approximation property. By a result in [39] we can solve, in the classical sense, a sequence of Dirichlet problems in B for the equation in (1.6), where the boundary values are prescribed on ∂B by the restriction of each function v n . The gradient estimates obtained in [34] and the extremality properties enjoyed by these solutions allow us to prove their convergence, possibly within a ball of smaller radius, to a regular solution of the equation in (1.6), which by uniqueness coincides with v.
By using again the extremality of v, namely the equivalent variational inequality satisfied by v, we are eventually able to conclude that u = − 1 b log(v) is the desired solution of (1.4) according to Definition 1.1. This solution u is unique, smooth and positive in Ω.
The final step is devoted to the study of the boundary behaviour of u, namely, we show that at any point x 0 ∈ ∂Ω, where an exterior sphere condition of radius r ≥ (N − 1) b/a is satisfied, u is continuous at x 0 and attains the value zero. This goal is achieved by first proving a comparison result valid for pairs of weak lower and upper solutions of problem (1.6) and then by constructing an appropriate upper solution of (1.4) vanishing at x 0 . An elementary geometric observation guarantees that the set of points in ∂Ω, where the needed exterior sphere condition holds, is always non-empty.
Notations. We conclude this introduction by setting some notations that are used throughout this paper. For each N ≥ 2, we set 1
The characteristic function of any set E is denoted by χ E . If E is a set in R N having positive finite N -dimensional Lebesgue measure and u, v : E → R are given functions, we write u ≤ v in E (respectively, a.e. in E) whenever u(x) ≤ v(x) for every x ∈ E (respectively, a.e. x ∈ E). The N -dimensional Lebesgue measure of E is denoted by |E|. If E is a set in R N having positive finite (N − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure and u, v : E → R are given functions, we write u ≤ v on E (respectively, H N −1 -a.e. on E) whenever u(x) ≤ v(x) for every x ∈ E (respectively, H N −1 -a.e. x ∈ E). By {v < w} we denote the set {x ∈ E | v(x) < w(x) a.e. in E}. We also define u ∨ v and u ∧ v by (u ∨ v)(x) = max{u(x), v(x)} and (u ∧ v)(x) = min{u(x), v(x)} for a.e.
x ∈ E. The symbol δ ij as usual stands for the Kronecker delta.
Variational setting and auxiliary results
In this section we introduce the variational setting and we prove the auxiliary results that we need for studying problem (1.6). Throughout we suppose that b > 0 is a given constant and O and U are two open bounded sets in R N , such that U ⊆ O and U has a Lipschitz boundary ∂U.
Anisotropic area functionals
We define some functionals that are relevant for our analysis.
Proof. The conclusions easily follow observing that
Proof. Pick any v, w ∈ BV (O). By Proposition 2.1, we have
Hence the conclusion follows. 
For any g ∈ C 0 (O; R N +1 ), with |g| ≤ 1 in O, we have
Hence, by [16, Section 1.
and, if B is a Borel set, by
is a positive finite Radon measure. Let us prove that, for any open set A ⊆ O,
By definition, we have
It remains to show that
and the linearity of L v , we have
where g, h ε still denote the null extensions of g, h ε onto O. This implies that
By generality of g, we conclude that (2.2) holds.
In order to take into account of the Dirichlet boundary conditions, we introduce the following functional.
In case ϕ = 1 we simply write J ϕ = J , i.e.,
We need the following result to establish some properties of J ϕ .
Then z ∈ BV (O) and satisfies
Proof. By [16, Section 5.4, Theorem 1] we know that z ∈ BV (O). The additivity property of the Radon measure µ z defined in Lemma 2.3 also implies
Therefore, we get (2.4) once we show that 
Proposition 2.1 yields, for each n,
Moreover, the dominated convergence theorem yields By letting n go to +∞ in (2.6) and using [16, Section 5.4, Theorem 1], we infer
Thus (2.5) holds and the conclusion follows.
Proposition 2.5. Let ϕ ∈ L 1 (∂U) be given. Then the following properties hold:
(ii) J ϕ is lower semicontinuous with respect to the
Proof. The convexity of J ϕ is a direct consequence of Definition 2.1 and Definition 2.2. With the aim of proving the semicontinuity property of J ϕ , we pick a sequence (
As in Proposition 2.4, we define z ∈ BV (O) by (2.3) and, for each n, z n ∈ BV (O) by
The lower semicontinuity of J ϕ with respect to the L 1 -convergence in BV (U) can then be deduced from Proposition 2.4.
An approximation property
The following approximation property plays a crucial role in the sequel; it generalizes the classical approximation property in the space of bounded variation functions with respect to the strict convergence (see, e.g., [28, Theorem 1.17] ).
8)
on ∂U, then, for each σ > 0, a sequence (w n ) n , satisfying the previous conditions, can be selected such that, for all n,
(2.10)
Proof. Let p ∈ [1, 1 * [ be fixed. Let also (ε n ) n be a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0. By
Part 1. Construction of a sequence (ŵ h ) h in BV (U) satisfying (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10).
Consider the sequence of functions (ψ
By [11, Lemma 7 .3], we know that
Consider the sequence of functions (ŵ
It remains to prove that lim
By Proposition 2.2, we have
From (i), (iii) and the dominated convergence theorem, we deduce
whereas, from (v) and u = ϕ H N −1 -a.e. on ∂U, we infer lim sup
Therefore, we have lim sup
By Proposition 2.5, we also get
Hence we conclude that (2.11) holds.
Part 2. Regularization of a givenŵ ∈ BV (U).
Step 1. Construction of an approximating sequence
Fix n ∈ N and, for each m ∈ N 0 , define the set
Let χ U (m) be the characteristic function of U(m). The dominated convergence theorem yields
Hence we can choose M n ∈ N 0 such that
|Dŵ| < ε n and
For simplicity, we relabel the sequence (U(M n + i)) i∈N as (U i ) i∈N . Let us introduce the family {A i } i∈N0 of open subsets of U given by
and, for i ≥ 2,
The family {A i } i∈N0 is an open covering of U. Moreover, for all i ≥ 2, we have
(2.13) Let now (φ i ) i∈N0 be a partition of unity on U subordinate to the open covering {A i } i∈N0 , i.e.,
(2.14)
Let η be a positive radial mollifier centered at 0 and consider the sequence (η δi * ŵφ i ) i∈N0 , where, using (2.13), the sequence (δ i ) i∈N0 = (δ i (n)) i∈N0 has been chosen such that 
To conclude we define
It is easy to see that w n ∈ L p (U) ∩ C ∞ (U). Using conditions (2.14) and (2.16), we compute
and hence lim
Step 2. For each n, w n =ŵ H N −1 -a.e. in ∂U. By definition of trace [28, Theorem 2.10], we prove that, for all n and for all x ∈ ∂U,
Then, for all n and for a.e. y ∈ B(x, ρ) ∩ U, there holds
By construction of φ i , we know that there exists C > 0 such that, for all i ∈ N 0 ,
This implies that
Notice that, by definition of i 0 , we have
Then we conclude that (2.17) is satisfied, for all n and for all x ∈ ∂U.
Step 3. For each n, w n ∈ W 1,1 (U). As w n ∈ L 1 (U) ∩ C ∞ (U), for proving that w n ∈ W 1,1 (U) it is enough to verify that
By definition of w n , using [10, Proposition 4.16, Proposition 4.20] and recalling that η δi is an even function, we have
Claim 1 is proved if we show that, for all i ∈ N 0 ,
The even character of η δi and [10, Proposition 4.16] imply
∂φ i ∂x j = 0, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Hence the result follows.
Claim 2. There exists C > 0, such that, for all n, we have
For any i ≥ 2, the function
Hence, by the characterization of the total variation ofŵ and (2.12), we have
On the other hand, by (2.16), we obtain
The conclusion follows taking C = |U| 1/q + 2.
Step 4. We have
Hence, the conclusion will follow if we prove that, for all n ∈ N,
18)
By Claim 2, there exists C > 0, independent of g ∈ C 1 0 (U; R N +1 ) with
Hence it remains to prove that
By definition of w n and [10, Proposition 4.16], we have
Observe that, for i ≥ 2, φ i (η δi * g N +1 ) ∈ C ∞ (U), vanishes outside of A i and satisfies
Hence, by applying (2.13) and (2.12), we have
Finally, as (2.18) holds for every g ∈ C 1 0 (U; R N +1 ) with
and hence lim sup
Step 5. We have
This conclusion follows from [28, Theorem 2.11] if we prove that
By Claim 2, we have
The lower semicontinuity of the total variation with respect to the L 1 -convergence in BV (U) (see [28, Theorem 1.9]) yields (2.19).
Step 6. We have lim n→+∞ J ϕ (w n ) = J ϕ (ŵ).
By
Step 1, Step 3 and Proposition 2.5 we know that
On the other hand, by Step 4 and Step 5, we obtain lim sup
Thus the conclusion follows.
Step 7. If c ≤ŵ ≤ d a.e. in U, then, for each σ > 0 the sequence (w n ) n can be selected such that, for all n, (2.10) is satisfied. Let fix σ > 0. Since, by construction, for each i ∈ N 0 , the function φ i is uniformly continuous in U, there exists η i = η i (σ) > 0 such that, for all x, z ∈ U, with |x − z| < η i , there holds
Up to now, for any n, for any i ≥ 1, the constants δ i = δ i (n) have been chosen small enough in order that (2.15) and (2.16) are satisfied. Hence, reducing δ i if necessary, we can assume that δ i ≤ η i . In this way, for all n, we obtain
for all x ∈ U. The proof that w n ≥ c − σ in U is similar. Part 3. Conclusion of the proof: construction of the sequence (w n ) n . By Part 1, for each n we find
On the other hand, by Part 2 lettingŵ =ŵ hn , we find
Moreover, if c ≤ w ≤ d a.e. in U, and c ≤ ϕ ≤ d H N −1 -a.e. on ∂U, then, for each σ > 0, (2.10) is satisfied. Thus the conclusion follows.
In the particular case where ϕ = 1, i.e., J ϕ = J , we can restate Proposition 2.6 as follows.
Moreover, if there exist c, d ∈ R, with c ≤ 1 ≤ d and c ≤ w ≤ d a.e. in U, then, for each σ > 0, a sequence (w n ) n , satisfying the previous condition, can be selected such that, for all n,
Remark 2.2 In the same way, we can prove that for any given ϕ ∈ L 1 (∂U) and w ∈ BV (U), there exists a sequence (
To this aim we just have to apply directly Part 2 of the above proof to w instead of applying it toŵ h .
A lattice property
We finally show that J ϕ satisfies the following lattice property, which encodes a kind of maximum principle.
Proposition 2.8. Let ϕ ∈ L 1 (∂U) be given. For any v, w ∈ BV (U), we have
Proof. We first observe that, for any v, w ∈ W 1,1 (U),
This easily follows by using, e.g., [55, Theorem 1.56], which guarantees that v ∧ w, v ∨ w ∈ W 1,1 (U) and
Next, we pick any v, w ∈ BV (U). By [2] we know that v ∧ w, v ∨ w ∈ BV (U). Corollary 2.7 assures the existence of two sequences (v n ) n , (w n ) n in W 1,1 (U) such that
Moreover, we have lim
Hence, by the lower semicontinuity of J ϕ with respect to the L 1 -convergence, we deduce from (2.21)
that is (2.20) holds.
Global minimization
In this section we prove that the action functional, naturally associated with problem (1.6), has a unique global minimizer in the cone of non-negative functions of BV (Ω), which is bounded, strictly positive and regular in Ω; in addition, it satisfies a suitable variational inequality.
Definition 3.1. Let us set
and define the functional I : BV + (Ω) → R by setting
where J has been introduced in Definition 2.2, with U = Ω, and F : BV + (Ω) → R is the potential functional Step 2. Existence of a global minimizer. Let (v n ) n be a minimizing sequence of I in BV + (Ω). By Proposition 2.1, we have
Hence (v n ) n is bounded in BV (Ω). By [1, Corollary 3.49, Proposition 3.6], there exists a subsequence of (v n ) n , still denoted by (v n ) n , and v ∈ BV + (Ω) such that lim
The lower semicontinuity of I with respect to the L p -convergence yields
that is v is a global minimizer of I in BV + (Ω).
Step 3. Uniqueness of the global minimizer. Since J is convex BV (Ω) and F is strictly convex in BV + (Ω), because F is strictly convex in [0, +∞[, the functional I is strictly convex in BV + (Ω). This implies the uniqueness of the global minimizer.
Step 4. We have v ≥ exp − 
Using Proposition 2.1 and ε ∈ ]0, 1], we obtain
Thus we have
Since the function G : [0, ∞[ → R, defined by G(s) = s+F (s), is strictly decreasing in [0, ε], we conclude that
where the last inequality is strict if |{v < ε}| > 0. This implies that |{v < ε}| = 0, i.e.,
a.e. in Ω.
Step 4. We have v ≤ 1 a.e. in Ω. By Proposition 2.8, we have
On the one hand, by Proposition 2.1, we get
On the other hand, since F is increasing in [1, +∞[, we infer
We then obtain
As v is the unique global minimizer of I, this implies that v ∧ 1 = v, i.e., v ≤ 1 a.e. in Ω.
Interior C 1,α -regularity of the global minimizer
In order to prove the local C 1,α -regularity in Ω of the global minimizer v of I, we use an argument which requires a preliminary study of the problem
where B r = B(x 0 , r) is a ball of center x 0 ∈ Ω and radius r > 0, with B r ⊆ Ω, and ψ ∈ C 2,α (B r ), for some α ∈ ]0, 1[, is a given function, with
We associate with problem (3.1) the functional I r : BV + (B r ) → R, defined by
where BV + (B r ) = {w ∈ BV (B r ) | w ≥ 0 a.e. in B r } and F has been introduced in Definition 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Fix any x 0 ∈ Ω. Then there exists r 0 > 0 such that, for any given r ∈ ]0, r 0 [ and every ψ ∈ C 2,α (B r ) satisfying (3.2), problem (3.1) has a unique solution z ∈ C 2,α (B r ) such that
(ii) there exist β = β(a, b, N, r) > 0 and C = C(a, b, N, r) > 0, independent of ψ, such that z C 1,β (B r/4 ) ≤ C;
(iii) z is a global minimizer of I r in BV + (B r ).
Proof. Set φ = − 1 b log(ψ). By (3.2), we have
It is clear that z ∈ C 2,α (B r ) is a solution of (3.1), satisfying (i) and (ii), if and only 
Hence condition (2.5) of [34, Theorem 4] is satisfied with µ 4 = µ 5 = 1. On the other hand, we have
Since |∂ xi u ∂ x l u| (1 + |∇u| 2 ) 3/2 ≤ 1 and
for all i, l ∈ {1, . . . , N }, we obtain 
Step 4. Condition (ii ) holds. By Step 2, it is enough to prove that ∇u 
, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and a(s, ξ) = −as + b
for all s ∈ R and ξ ∈ R N .
Step 5. Conditions (i) and (ii) hold. This follows from Step 2 and Step 4 by the change of variable u = − 1 b log(z).
Step 6. For all w ∈ W 1,1 (B r ), we have 
from which (3.5) follows.
Step 7. Condition (iii) holds. Pick any w ∈ BV + (B r ). Proposition 2.6 guarantees the existence of a sequence (w n ) n in W 1,1 (B r ) such that lim
By (3.5) we have, for all n,
(3.7)
Passing to the limit in (3.7) and using (3.6), we obtain 
Let now fix x 0 ∈ Ω and take r ∈ ]0, r 0 [, with r 0 > 0 given by Lemma 3.2. For each n, consider the problem
and denote by z n ∈ C 2 (B r ) its unique solution provided by Lemma 3.2. Define the sequence (w n ) n in BV (Ω) by setting w n = z n a.e. in B r v n a.e. in Ω \ B r .
Step 1. The sequence (w n ) n is bounded in BV (Ω) and satisfies lim
. Using Proposition 2.4 and conclusion (iii) in Lemma 3.2 with ψ = v n , we obtain
As a consequence of (3.8), we may assume that I(v n ) ≤ I(v) + 1, for all n. Hence, by Proposition 2.1, we obtain, as in Proposition 3.1,
This implies that (w n ) n is bounded in BV (Ω) and hence, by [1, Corollary 3.49, Proposition 3.6], there exists a subsequence of (w n ) n , still denoted by (w n ) n , which converges in L p (Ω) and a.e. in Ω to some
in Ω for all n, we have that w ∈ BV + (Ω). The lower semicontinuity of I with respect to the L p −norm then yields
We finally conclude that v = w by uniqueness of the minimizer of I in BV + (Ω).
Step 2. For every open set Ω 1 , with Ω 1 ⊆ Ω, there exists α > 0 such that v ∈ C 1,α (Ω 1 ). By Lemma 3.2, the sequence (z n ) n is bounded in C 1,β (B r/4 ). Therefore, for any given α ∈ ]0, β[, possibly passing to a subsequence, (z n ) n converges in C 1,α (B r/4 ) to some z ∈ C 1,α (B r/4 ). By uniqueness of the limit, we have v = z ∈ C 1,α (B r/4 ). As this holds for every x 0 ∈ Ω 1 , by compactness, we conclude that v ∈ C 1,α (Ω 1 ).
Step 3. v belongs to W 1,1 (Ω). As v ∈ C 1 (Ω) ∩ BV (Ω), we have Dv = ∇v dx and
and then v ∈ W 1,1 (Ω).
A variational inequality
We prove now a characterization of the global minimizer v of I as a solution of an associated variational inequality. 
for all w ∈ BV (Ω).
(3.10)
The convexity of J implies that, for all t > 0,
Moreover, as v is a global minimizer of I = J + F in BV + (Ω), we have, for all t ∈ ]0,t[,
On the other hand, as F : ]0, +∞[ → R is continuously differentiable, with F (s) = a b 2 log(s), and (3.10) holds, we get, by the dominated convergence theorem,
The conclusion then follows from (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13).
Step 2. If v ∈ BV + (Ω) is the global minimizer of I in BV + (Ω), then v satisfies (3.9) for all w ∈ BV (Ω). Let w ∈ BV (Ω) be fixed. By Corollary 2.7, there exists a sequence (
For each n, let us definew n = (w n ∧ n) ∨ −n. We havew
Step 1, we infer
Since lim
By passing to the limit in (3.14), we conclude that (3.9) holds.
Step 3. If v satisfies (3.9) for all w ∈ BV (Ω), then v is the global minimizer of I in BV + (Ω). Since F is convex and continuously differentiable in ]0, +∞[, with F (s) = a b 2 log(s), and ess inf Ω v > 0, from (3.9) we get
for all w ∈ BV + (Ω). Hence v is the global minimizer of I in BV + (Ω).
As a consequence of Proposition 3.4 we can show that v satisfies the equation in (1.6) in the weak sense.
Proof. Pick φ ∈ C 1 0 (Ω). As v ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) satisfies (3.9), we have, for all t > 0,
Using ess inf Ω v > 0, we can pass to the limit as t → 0 + and get
By replacing φ with −φ, we then conclude that (3.15) holds.
Interior smoothness of the global minimizer
We are finally in position of proving the smoothness in Ω of the global minimizer v of I.
Proof. As ess inf 
with coefficients
for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and 
Minimizers towards solutions
We show here the equivalence between problem (1.4) and the variational inequality (3.9), which by Proposition 3.4 is in turn equivalent to the minimization of I in BV + (Ω).
We start proving a localization result for any solution of (1.4).
Proof. From the equation in (1.4), we see that u ∈ L N (Ω). Then multiplying the equation by u − , using the integration by parts formula in [3, Proposition 1.3] , which holds according to Remark 1.1, and the boundary conditions satisfied by u, we get
and hence u(x) ≥ 0 for a.e. x ∈ Ω. In a completely similar way, multiplying now by
is a solution of (1.4).
Proof.
Step 1. The function u is such that
and u ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω. By Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 we know that, for any φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω), v satisfies (3.15) and hence u satisfies
We then conclude that div
∈ L ∞ (Ω) and
Step 2. For H N −1 -a.e. x ∈ ∂Ω, either u(x) = 0, or both u(x) > 0 and
e. x ∈ ∂Ω, φ(x) = 0 whenever v(x) = 1. Pick t > 0. By assumption v satisfies (3.9) and hence we have
in Ω, there also holds v ≤ 1 H N −1 -a.e. on ∂Ω (see [16, Theorem 5.3.2] ). Moreover, according to the choice of φ, we have, for H N −1 -a.e. x ∈ ∂Ω,
On the other hand, we can easily verify that, for all t > 0 and H N −1 -a.e. x ∈ ∂Ω,
Hence, the dominated convergence theorem yields
Accordingly, passing to the limit as t → 0 + in (4.2), we get
Replacing φ with −φ, we obtain
By the integration by parts formula in [3, Proposition 1.3], we infer
Hence, using (4.1), we have
e. x ∈ ∂Ω, φ(x) = 0 whenever u(x) = 0, we conclude that ∇u
Proof. From Proposition 4.1 it follows that v = e −bu ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) and exp(−
Step 1. Inequality (3.9) holds for all
on Ω and set φ = w − v. Observe that φ ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) is such that, for H N −1 -a.e. x ∈ ∂Ω, φ(x) = 0 whenever u(x) = 0, or equivalently v(x) = 1. According to the boundary behaviour of u, we have
On the other hand, multiplying by φ the equation in (1.4), integrating over Ω and applying the integration by parts formula in [3, Proposition 1.3], we obtain
The change of variable v = e −bu yields
Then the convexity in [0, +∞[ × R N and the differentiability in ]0, +∞[ × R N of the map (s, ξ) → s 2 + b −2 |ξ| 2 , together with the condition ess inf
we infer that
which is (3.9) as v + φ = w.
Step 2. Inequality (3.9) holds for all w ∈ BV (Ω). Pick w ∈ BV (Ω). According to Proposition 2.6, there exists a sequence (
e. in ∂Ω.
By
Step 1, for all n we have
Then, passing to the limit as n → +∞, we obtain (3.9).
Comparison results
We present here a comparison principle and we state some of its consequences.
in Ω, and
Proof. Taking z = −(δ − γ) − in (5.1) and z = (δ − γ) − in (5.2), we obtain
Summing up (5.3) and (5.4) and using Proposition 2.8, we conclude that
which implies, by the strictly increasing character of the logarithm, that γ ≤ δ a.e. in Ω.
We introduce a notion of upper and lower solutions for problem (1.4). It has already been considered in [37, Proposition 4] for studying the minimal surface equation.
. We say that β is an upper solution of problem (1.4) if
and, for H N −1 -a.e. x ∈ ∂Ω, either β(x) ≥ 0 or both β(x) < 0 and
A lower solution α is defined similarly by reversing the inequality in (5.5) and assuming that, for 
Proof. From the assumptions on β it is easy to deduce that
and, for H N −1 -a.e. x ∈ ∂Ω, either γ(x) ≤ 1, or both γ(x) > 1 and
Indeed, to verify that (5.8) holds whenever γ(x) > 1, let us show that
Then, by definition of distributional divergence, we obtain div ∇γ
According to formula (1.9) of [3, Proposition 1.3], we deduce
. Therefore (5.9) holds. This allows to conclude that (5.8) holds, if γ(x) > 1 or, equivalently, β(x) < 0, by using the condition ∇β 1 + |∇β| 2 , ν (x) = 1.
In order to prove (5.6), let us fix z ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) ∩ L ∞ (Ω) with z ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω. Multiplying (5.7) by z, integrating over Ω and using again formula (1.9) in [3, Proposition 1.3], we obtain Ω ∇γ ∇z
Hence, using the convexity
N , together with the condition ess inf
and therefore
We write
Let us consider the set ∂Ω ∩ {γ ≤ 1}. On the one hand, as z ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω, we have
and, on the other hand, by [3, Theorem 1.1]
Let us now consider ∂Ω ∩ {γ > 1}. Using again the condition z ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω, we see that
This implies that, for all z ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) ∩ L ∞ (Ω) with z ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω,
which is the conclusion.
Proposition 5.3. Let β be an upper solution of (1.4) and u be a solution of (1.4). Then u ≤ β in Ω.
Proof. The conclusion follows from Lemma 5. 
Conclusions
We are now in position of proving the main result of this paper, of which Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are direct consequences.
Theorem 6.1. Let a, b > 0 be given and let Ω be a bounded domain in R N , with N ≥ 2, having a Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω. Then there exists a unique solution u of (1.4), which also satisfies Proof. The proof is divided in some steps.
Step 1. Problem (1.4) has a solution u satisfying (j) and 0 ≤ u(x) ≤ b/a for all x ∈ Ω. By Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.6, we know that the functional I admits a unique global minimizer v in BV + (Ω), which satisfies v ∈ C ∞ (Ω) ∩ W 1,1 (Ω) and exp − Step 2. Uniqueness of the solution. This conclusion follows from Proposition 5.3, using Step 1 too.
Step 3. The function u minimizes in W and v = e −bu minimizes I in BV + (Ω).
Step 4. The function u is such that u(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Ω. We already know that u(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Ω. Assume by contradiction that there exists x 0 ∈ Ω such that u(x 0 ) = 0. Note that the equation in (1.4) can be written as By evaluating (6.1) at x 0 , we obtain ∆u(x 0 ) = −b < 0, thus contradicting the fact that x 0 is a minimum point of u in Ω.
Step 5 which in addition satisfies β(x) < b/a for all x ∈ B. In particular, β is an upper solution of (1.4). The conclusion then follows from Proposition 5.3.
Step 6. At each point x 0 ∈ ∂Ω where an exterior sphere condition with radius R ≥ (N − 1) b/a holds, u is continuous and satisfies u(x 0 ) = 0. By the first part of Lemma 5.4, problem (1.4) has an upper solution β, with β(x 0 ) = 0. The conclusion then follows from Proposition 5.3.
Step 7. At each point x 0 ∈ ∂Ω, where an exterior sphere condition with radius R > (N − 1) b/a holds, u also satisfies a bounded slope condition. By the second part of Lemma 5.4, problem (1.4) has an upper solution β, with β(x 0 ) = 0, having bounded slope at x 0 . The conclusion then follows from Proposition 5.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Theorem 6.1 we immediately infer the validity of conclusions (i), (iii), (iv) of Theorem 1.1. In order to verify (ii) it is enough to observe that, for every point x 0 ∈ ∂Ω ∩ Conv(Ω), an exterior sphere condition holds for any given radius R > 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 follows from a direct application of Theorem 6.1.
